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This article deals with the analysis of highly-skilled migration from Lithuania with a particular focus on the social context. We test what role social capital maintained by the migrants with the higher skills plays in their migration abroad. Social capital seen as a whole of social ties between migrants and people abroad, and between migrants and non-migrants left in Lithuania may play an important role in the migratory process. Social ties can exercise a sponsorship function in the migratory process, and, in such a way, ease, accelerate, and multiply migration flows. The sponsorship of migration (in monetary and non-monetary sense) leads to the reduction of migration risk and maximization of future gains. Thus, social ties manifesting themselves in two dimensions: institutional and interpersonal and their role in the migratory process are analyzed. We analyze the main channels of migration, their manifestation between different migrant groups, and their relationship with the migration push and pull factors.

Analysis is based on the empirical research carried out by the authors in 2004–2005, which was presented in the previous publication, where push and pull factors of Lithuanian “brain drain” were analyzed (see Kazlauskienė, Rinkevičius, 2006).

The article consists of four parts: in the first part theoretical approach of social capital and its role in migratory processes is presented; second part presents operationalization of the social capital concept in the empirical research of highly-skilled migration; third part deals with the analysis of factors of social ties and their manifestation between different migrant groups based on the empirical research; in the fourth part comparative analysis of migration push and pull factors and the factors of social ties is made.
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Introduction

Recent international migration flows have been intensifying. It has been noticed that proportion of highly-skilled migrants has been increasing significantly in the overall migratory flows. Growth of global movements has been mostly influenced by rapid development of the high-tech sector (especially IT), which faced shortages of high-skilled workers. Other factors, as ageing population with continuously decreasing proportion of workforce in it has also demanded immigrant laborers being employed in the social and welfare structures. Labor movements are being accelerated especially by such international agreements as NAFTA, MERCOSUR, OECD, and EU.

Continuously growing migratory flows with the increasing part of highly-skilled labor in it attracted increasingly more attention of social researchers. Various studies are made, most of which emphasize objective macro and micro structural determinants of migration. A wider social context with the focus on social capital and social networks has been made in the empirical studies of migration by (Shah, Menon, 1999; Haug, 2000; Wang, Hsiao, 2002, Sanders et al, 2002, Benson-Rea, Rowlinson, 2003; Massey, Asya, 2005). Here significant role of social ties, which form migratory chain and self-sustaining migratory process, is highlighted.

Lithuanian highly-skilled migration has been analyzed by Lithuanian authors since the last decade of the 20th century (see Stankūnienė et al, 1996). First big migratory flows after 1990 were interpreted mainly as ethnic migration or repatriation of Russian, Belorussian, Ukrainian, Jewish, and other people to their home countries and was mainly related to the political changes in Lithuania. Later with the opening boundaries to the West big emigration of Lithuanians directed to the West countries arose though it could be traced only by some facts provided by foreign immigration offices and unofficial papers. Lithuanian emigration with its negative points as “brain drain” attracted increasing attention of Lithuanian researchers: studies with the focus on its determinants were carried out by some authors (Jučevičienė et al, 2002; Ruzgys, Eriksen, 2004; Antinienė, 2005; Gečienė, 2005, etc.). There is little attention to the social context as to how social ties and networks act in the process of highly-skilled migration because usually socio-economic factors come to the fore. Although social networks were deeply analyzed in the study on Lithuanians emigration to Chicago (Kuzmickaitė, 2000), there was lesser attention to their role in the emigration of people with the higher-skills.

It is worth to notice that rapidly spreading different cooperative networks all over the world may ease highly-skilled migration and act as an accelerator of the phenomenon of “brain drain” or “brain circulation”. Therefore the focus on the social ties and networks together with the objective push and pull factors should be made for thorough analysis of the Lithuanian highly-skilled migration.

The problem. Some empirical studies embracing a wide social context in the analysis of migratory causes and processes showed that social ties (social capital) have very strong influence on the decision to migrate (Shah, Menon, 1999; Haug, 2000; Wang, Hsiao, 2002; Sanders et al, 2002; Massey, Asya, 2005). In Lithuania, little at-
tention is paid to the context of social ties in the studies of Lithuanian highly-skilled migration. Seeking to obtain thorough analysis and understanding about the determinants and processes of this phenomenon an integrated point of view should be employed. Social ties manifesting themselves in two dimensions: institutionalized and interpersonal and their role in the high-skilled migratory process should be analyzed together with the macro and micro structural factors.

The aim of the article is to reveal what role social capital plays in the Lithuanian highly-skilled migration.

The object is highly-skilled migration from Lithuania. The article is based on the empirical research conducted in 2004 – 2005. Using snowballing method an internet survey of highly-skilled Lithuanians living abroad was carried out. Total number of more than 500 questionnaires was obtained, 416 of them were used in the analysis. Authors presented the methodology and method of the survey, as well as socio-demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the respondents and migration causes (push and pull factors) in the previous publication where “brain drain” push and pull factors were analyzed (see Kazlauskienė, Rinkevičius, 2006). There the focus will be made on the next important question of the research – the role of social capital in the highly-skilled migration process.

The concept of social capital and its role in the migratory process

The concept of social capital appears more and more often in the field of social science (Mutti, 1998, Capitale, 1998, Massey, 1999). Many contemporary researchers who analyze development of enterprises, sectors of economy or entire economy try to explain its prosperity or recession in the context of social capital. Particularly the concept of social capital is popular in the fields, where ambiguous questions of economic development and social integration supervene (Pendenza, 2000). Recently the concept of social capital is found more and more often in the investigations of migratory processes as well. The most valuable role is that it connects two traditionally separated spheres: economy and sociology (Coleman, 1990).

The term of social capital is characterized as the sum of the resources, actual or virtual, that accrue to an individual or a group by virtue of possessing a durable network of more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992).

The key feature of social capital is its convertability to other forms of capital: financial, economic, cultural (Coleman, 1990). People accumulate their social capital through membership in the interpersonal networks and social institutions, and later convert it to the other forms of capital in order to maintain or improve their position in the society.

The social network forms capital, which can be used by migrants to gain financial capital: work in foreign labour markets, high wage level, savings possibilities, remittances to home countries, etc. Social capital or, in other words, ties linking migrants with non-migrants in the home country reduce migratory risk and increase net future gain from migration, thus also incentives to migrate (Massey, 1998, 1999). Each new migrant expands this social network and reduces the risk of migration to those with whom he or she is in touch. In such a way migration becomes non-risky and uncostly strategy of migration gains or income diversification.

This approach was supported by the authors investigating the impact of social ties on migratory process, where the phenomenon of sponsorship and migration multiplication is highlighted (see Shah, Menon, 1999, Haug, 2000, Wang, Hsiao, 2002, Sanders et al, 2002, Massey, Asya, 2005).

With respect to the highly-skilled migration institutionalized ties come to the fore. Importance of social networks in highly-skilled migratory processes has been increasing with the rapid process of globalization. Bilateral and transnational agreements (EU, NAFTA, MRA, etc.) act as accelerators of highly-skilled labour migration as they induce internationalization of higher education and professions that are in great request in the global labour market (Iredale, 2001; Doquier, Marfouk, 2004). This promotes development of cooperative ties at institutional level both, in the public and private sector.

Ties with universities, research institutions, enterprises, firms, recruitment agencies, professional associations and other institutions accelerate highly-skilled migration processes significantly. Some evidences show that these institutionalized networks increase significantly probability of migrants’ stay abroad (Khadria, 2001, Hugo, 2002, Castells, 2005). On the other hand, they spur the so-called transnational movement of labour as they induce short-term migration (Vertovec, 2002, Castells, 2005). Transnational movement reflects not only new form of migration but also dualistic lifestyle: migrants maintaining close relationships with people or institutions outside the boundaries of the host country become accustomed to live and move between two or more cultures as they are geographically, linguistically, and culturally mobile, and often have homes in two countries (Portes, 1997).

Evidences show that the concept of social capital and social network should be employed in the empirical investigations of highly-skilled migration with no lesser importance compared to the other macro and micro structural factors.

Operationalization of the social capital concept in the empirical research of Lithuanian highly-skilled migration

The concept of social capital has been employed in the empirical studies in multiple ways. Some authors investigate it at a generalized level (social capital of community or society), others at organizational or individual level. There is neither single method nor indicators defining how to measure the amount of social capital (Haug, 2000). So, operationalization of the concept remains the matter of individual researchers.

Based on the theoretical approaches of the role of social ties in the migratory process (as a reduction of migration costs and risk through a sponsorship function), we tested what role interpersonal and institutionalized ties
had in the migration of highly-skilled people. Indicators of interpersonal ties were friends, family members (parents, siblings and spouses), distant relatives living abroad, while indicators of institutionalized ties were Lithuanian and foreign universities, academic funds, recruitment agencies, foreign firms, and foreign Lithuanian communities. We sought to reveal the influence of social ties on the migration rather than the amount of migrants’ social capital. Respondents were asked to rank the importance of the social channels mentioned above to their migration abroad in the 5 point scale (1 - no importance, 5 – the highest importance). This was tested within the 5 approaches: information transfer about working and living conditions as well as cultural life of foreign society, financial aid, assistance to find a job, and help with accommodation.

To test the importance of social ties to the migration decision the factor of trust was introduced. Respondents were asked to rank (at the same 5 point scale) the influence of their trust in the interpersonal and institutionalized ties, as well as expectations of future gains and knowledge about successful Lithuanian migratory facts on their decision to migrate.

**Social ties of the highly-skilled migrants: the main channels and their estimation between different migrant groups**

In order to highlight the main factors of social ties maintained by respondents with the people and/or institutions abroad and their importance on migration process all variables were reduced into the main groups of inter-correlative variables. Six factors explaining the 38% of the spread were extracted by the method of factor analysis (see Table). The results are sorted by the total acceptance rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main factors of social ties influencing highly-skilled migration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factors of social ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic institutions (foreign and Lithuanian universities providing information about the host society, as well as working and living conditions abroad) (4 items, Cronbach α = 0.76; spread 5.0%; L = 0.8-0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse or intimate friend abroad (accommodation, financial aid, assistance to find a job, information about work and living conditions as well as culture life of the host society) (5 items, Cronbach α = 0.94; spread 10.8%; L = 0.9-0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family member abroad (financial aid, accommodation, information about work and living conditions, and culture life of the host society, assistance to find a job) (5 items, Cronbach α = 0.83; spread 8.2%; L = 0.9-0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment agencies (information about work and living conditions and culture life of the host society, assistance to find a job and accommodation abroad) (4 items, Cronbach α = 0.85; spread 6.9%; L = 0.9-0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Funds (information about work and living conditions, and culture of the host society, financial aid, assistance to find a job and accommodation) (5 items, Cronbach α = 0.82; spread 5.2%; L = 0.8-0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Lithuanian communities (assistance to find a job and accommodation, financial aid provided by senior and newly established ethnic Lithuanian communities) (4 items, Cronbach α = 0.76; spread 6.6%; L = 0.8-0.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of factor analysis show that respondents referred to one rather than multiple channels of the social ties seeking to get universal assistance in their migration abroad. The main channels of social ties were revealed: academic institutions, spouse or intimate friend abroad, family members abroad, recruitment agencies, academic funds, and foreign Lithuanian communities.

The factor of academic institutions manifested itself mainly as a spreader of information about foreign countries. It has to be mentioned that almost one quarter of respondents (24.3%) went to study abroad. There foreign universities were much more active (compared to Lithuanian universities) to transfer information about working and living conditions abroad as well as culture of the host society.

Kruskal-Wallis test has shown that the factor of academic institutions as information diffusers was mostly stressed by those respondents who went abroad to study ($\chi^2=38.6\text{ (df}^1=5),\ p<0.01$) and those who indicated their migration as a short-stay ($\chi^2=15.5\text{ (df}^1=1),\ p<0.01$). The factor was also emphasized more by those who left for the higher studies (Master or Doctoral degree) ($\chi^2=9.3\text{ (df}^1=3),\ p<0.05$).

These findings clearly represents current situation of the global migration of skilled people, where academic and research institutions of advanced economies pull
young talents from all over the world.

The factor of *spouse or intimate friend abroad* shows his universal sponsorship in the migratory process. The factor contains variables, which represents all forms of the sponsorship: financial aid, assistance to find a job and accommodation, transfer of information about work and living conditions and culture life of the host society. In addition, the substantial acceptance of the factor much bigger compared to the temperate one (see table 1). 6.5% of the respondents indicated family unification as the aim of their migration abroad and absolute majority of them (96.3%) were women. This explains, why women much more than men stressed aid of spouse or intimate friend ($\chi^2=34.8$ (df=1), p<0.01). There has been also found correlation (0.317, p<0.01). Kruskal-Wallis test has also revealed that the aid given by a spouse or an intimate friend was mostly important to the migrants educated in the humanities ($\chi^2=9.5$ (df=4), p<0.05) as well as those with the specialties of philology, history, and psychology ($\chi^2=39.5$ (df=23), p<0.05). These findings let us think that migrants (majority of which women) with professions that are not at a top demand level in foreign labor markets rather choose reliance on a close person living abroad (usually citizen of a foreign country) than other channels of social ties as a strategy of future gains.

The factor of *family member abroad* similarly, contains variables that reflect universal aid in the migratory process. The part of the respondents who stressed substantially the importance of ties with family members in their migration was much bigger compared to those stressed as ones of less importance (see table 1). Kruskal-Wallis test revealed two substantially different categories of respondents (by age and household’s income) who emphasized mostly the importance of the factor. By age, there were two extreme groups of the respondents: one under 25 years old and another from 46 and older ($\chi^2=13.2$ (df=3), p<0.01). Other age groups gave much lesser importance to the family member’s factor (see figure 1).

![Figure 1. Given importance of the family member’s help in the migration process according to respondents’ age groups](image)

Similarly, two radically different groups stood out with regard to their household’s income before the departure abroad: those who treated it as “very well”, and those who treated it as “very bad” ($\chi^2=12.4$ (df=4), p<0.05).

These results reveal some important insights. First, migration sponsorship serves mostly for the migrants who are supposed to have higher migration costs and risks: young people usually face with financial problems to move abroad and the older people find more difficulties to enter foreign labor market. Second, it is clear that migrants of the households with a low income level would rather count on family member’s sponsorship in their migration. However, the other extreme categories (showing rather high households’ income levels) that stressed the factor even more let us think that a part of people had already benefited from their family members abroad by means of remittances.

![Figure 2. Given importance of the family member’s help in the migration process according to respondents’ estimations of their household’s income before departure](image)

The factor of *recruitment agencies* on average was stressed much less (see table 1). Those who referred to the agencies indicated mostly their assistance with regard to information about working and living conditions as well as search for a job and accommodation. The respondents with the lower education level (Bachelors) stressed the factor much more than those with the higher education level ($\chi^2=8.7$ (df=3), p<0.05). There has been also found reverse correlation (-0.128, p<0.05). In addition, more importance to the agencies was given by respondents who went abroad to work not according their specialty ($\chi^2=20.2$ (df=5), p<0.01) and those, who went abroad for the first time ($\chi^2=12.0$ (df=5), p<0.05). These findings let us think that recruitment agencies serve mostly for the migrants with relatively lesser skills and bigger economic intentions.

*Academic funds* were mentioned as universal helpers in the migration process but only for a small part of respondents (see table 1). Moreover, Kruskal-Wallis test did not resulted any significant differences between different groups of respondents.

The factor of *foreign Lithuanian communities* made up the smallest total acceptance rate (see table 1). There the older people (36-45, 46 and older) emphasized the factor much more than other age groups ($\chi^2=15.6$ (df=3), p<0.01). Here correlation has been found (0.182, p<0.01). A significant difference has been also found with regard to respondents’ education level: those with a Doctoral degree stressed importance of the communities much more than others ($\chi^2=11.0$ (df=3), p<0.05). Moreover, the factor was mostly stressed by migrants who went to the USA and Canada ($\chi^2=11.9$ (df=5), p<0.01). These results show that ethnic Lithuanian communities are more active in the traditional Lithuanian migratory countries as they have developed their activities very well in the long run period. In addition, they tend to develop connections with the migrants with the highest skills.

**Importance of social ties compared to the push and pull factors of migration**

To estimate what influence had overall social ties on the highly-skilled migration compared to the migration push and pull factors, the comparative analysis has been made.
In our previous publication we analyzed in-depth the main push and pull factors of this highly-skilled migration and their manifestation between different migrant groups (see Kazlauskiene, Rinklevicius, 2006). It was revealed the most important factors such as professional attraction, socio-economic status push, academic system and collaboration, and country’s macroeconomic status and governmental policy.

There average estimations of the factors of social ties as well as push and pull factors mentioned above are compared according to the respondents’ educational level (see figure 3).

The results show that in general social ties had significant importance compared to the push and pull factors, but their importance significantly drops with the augment of migrants’ education level, while importance of the push and pull factors slightly rises. Decreasing importance of social ties with the augment of education level was confirmed also by reverse correlation (-0.234, p<0.01). In addition, Friedman test has shown that differences between estimated averages of push and pull factors and the factors of social ties were insignificant for the Bachelors and Masters (p>0.01), while these differences were significant for the respondents with the Doctoral degree (p<0.01). The estimation averages of the importance of push and pull factors of migration show an opposite trend: it slightly rises with the augment of respondents’ education level.

These findings together with those analyzed in the above paragraph let us assume that social ties, which manifest themselves as a reducer of migration cost and risk serve mostly for the migrants with the lesser human capital or/bigger obstacles to enter foreign labor markets. On the contrary, migrants with the highest level of skills (or human capital) find it much easier to compete and thus enter the global labor market. Their entry is facilitated by selective immigration policies of the advanced economies as well. Thus, it could be said that the highest skills or human capital which creates the highest added value in the global labor market together with immigration policy emphasizing “immigrants’ quality” substitute the role of social ties as a reducer of migration costs and risks.

Another finding, showing that migration multiplication process has been rather proliferating between the respondents with a lower educational level, could support this outcome. There reverse correlation was found between respondents’ educational level and their sponsorship (monetary and non-monetary) in the further Lithuanian migration abroad (-0.166, p<0.01). In addition, Kruskal-Wallis test revealed significant differences between the numbers of new migrants attracted abroad by respondents according to their occupational status in the host society: those who were on a visit and worked not according to their specialty (most of them were persons with the lower educational level) indicated significantly bigger numbers of sponsored new migrants, while those who were on studies and worked according to their specialty indicated less new migrants sponsored by them ($\chi^2 = 16.0$, df=5, p<0.01). These findings let us state that the sponsorship and multiplication of migration tend to spread among the migrants with lower skills and strong economic motivations.

**Conclusions**

The concept of social capital and social networks has gained increasing interest in the studies of social science including labor migration. Social capital seen as a reducer of migration costs and risks can explain big migration processes and flows often directed to one pull zone. This has been found in some empirical studies of international labor migration.

In our empirical study of the highly-skilled migration (“brain drain”) from Lithuania we tried to reveal what impact has been made by social ties (social capital) maintained by the respondents with the persons or/institutions in the foreign country on their migration abroad. Five aspects representing a sponsorship function of social capital were tested: transfer of information about living and working conditions abroad; transfer of information about the culture of the host society; financial aid; assistance to find a job; and assistance to find accommodation.

Six main channels of social ties are revealed by factor analysis (sorted by their importance or acceptance level):

- **Academic institutions**, which acted essentially as channels of information about the host society, were mostly stressed by the respondents who went abroad for studies and/or work according to their specialty.
- **Spouses or intimate friends** acted as universal sponsors (all five types of help mentioned above) in the migratory process. It was mostly emphasized by women and those who went abroad mostly with the aim of family unification.
- **Family members abroad** were also universal sponsors (in all five senses) and it was particularly stressed by two radically different respondents groups: the youngest and the oldest age groups. Similarly, respondents from the households with the highest and the lowest income level mostly emphasized the family member’s importance in their migration abroad.

---

1. Average estimations of the scale from 2 – “low importance” to 5 – “the highest importance”; 1 – “no importance” is excluded from the analysis. The factor of spouse/intimate friend is excluded from the analysis as well; we assert that marriage has an insignificant impact on Lithuanian contemporary highly-skilled migration.
Recruitment agencies served as channels of information and assistance to find a job and accommodation and were particularly stressed by the migrants with lower skills (Bachelors), those who went to work not according to their specialty and who went abroad for the first time.

Academic funds served in the highly-skilled migration as channels of information and assisters to find a job and accommodations as well as givers of financial support.

Foreign Lithuanian communities were givers of universal aid and particularly were emphasized by the respondents of older age groups and with the higher educational level; the communities in the USA and Canada were mostly stressed.

The channels of social ties and importance given by respondents to them reflect two main dimensions and migrants types: economic migrants with lower skills and/or bigger obstacles to enter foreign labor market, mostly benefiting from the sponsorship given by interpersonal ties; and students and professionals with the highest skills who go abroad mainly through institutionalized ties (foreign universities were the most active in the migration process).

It has been also revealed that overall social ties have significant importance for the highly-skilled migration, but its importance drops significantly with the augment of migrants’ educational level. This made it possible to assume that the higher the skills or human capital the lesser is the importance of social ties in sponsoring migration. High quality of migrants’ characteristics (human capital) may substitute the role of social capital as a reducer of migration costs and risks and, thus, intensify migration processes particularly of people with the highest skills. It has been found that the sponsorship and multiplication of migration tend to spread much more among the migrants with lower skills and strong economic motivations.

These findings let us envisage the growing importance of immigration policy in the highly-skilled migration. Selective immigration policy permits persons with the highest skills migrate directly to the primary (capital intensive, well paid) labor sector of the host society, instead of moving to the secondary (labor intensive, low-paid) or tertiary (ethnic enclaves, low-paid) sector with expectations of future social mobility upwards. Today migration of the persons with the highest skills becomes much lesser dependent on kinship ties and comes as a response to the growing demand for highly-skilled labor. This also creates possibilities for migrants to spread geographically all over the host country instead of counting on ethnic enclaves.

For the migration policy makers in Lithuania it is worth to notice that these tendencies can make more difficulties to strengthen ties with widely dispersed migrants and inspire their participation in the activities of foreign Lithuanian communities, rather that later investigation showed that migrants tend to develop relationship outside the boundaries of Lithuanian communities. Particular attention should be paid to the formation, maintenance, and development of ties with foreign institutions (especially academic ones), which absorb our talented labor force.
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